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In our earlier paper [1] entitled "A Spherical Tensor Method for Pure N Q R ", Tables 2 A and 2B contain a number of errors which, if used to cal culate the evolution of the density matrix for a spin 3/2 under the influence of an electric quadrupole interaction with a non-negligible asymmetry term //, will lead to incorrect results.
In this note, as in [1] the Hamiltonian e2Qq 
BQt and the density operator expanded in a spherical tensor operator q (I) basis
1 1 + \ k = 0q = -k are used. The polarizations <Pqk)(t) are calculated from any initial conditions as <pf>« = x < , * '( ') tff'HO).
k' q'
The matrix elements (t) obviate the need for Tables 2 A and 2B the results are presented in Table 1 . The sum over k' and q' in (3) is restricted by Eqs. (14) and (16) D ue to a m isp rin t in the ty p ew ritten m an uscript the follow ing corrections have to be m ade:
